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About This Game

Can you reclaim your ancestors’ land? Evil forces have taken over the once fertile land of Fortiana. You are the only one who
can storm the castles and claw it back from the hordes of dragons.

Experience a new type of strategy and arcade game. Fence off parts of the battlefield to corner your enemies. Collect catapults
and power-ups to besiege the fortresses and take on dragons. But beware! As you progress through the levels it gets harder and
harder. The fortresses become much larger and the monsters more vicious. Can you emerge victorious and reclaim the land of
your ancestors? You are knight Fortix, the sole hope for the desolate and tortured land of Fortiana to become the fertile land

that it was before.

Key features:

New, yet familiar gameplay

Fantasy setting

22 levels of increasing difficulty

Family-friendly / no violence

Simple controls suitable for all ages
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Easy-to-learn, hard-to-master

Likeable, cartoon-like characters

On-line high score chart
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Title: Fortix
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Nemesys Games
Publisher:
Nemesys Games
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2010
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English,French,German,Italian
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This game was awesome at \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 on a good idea for a game. But anyone who
screws me deserves to be paid.. If you like VFR flying in VR, this scenery is awesome! I like short 15-30 minute flights so I
typically stay near the airport. Just amazed with the amount of detail. I am using a 1080 GTX with Samsung Odyssey.. is horrid
if u want to be trolled by the devs then go a head and play it.... horrid no fun whatsoever.. this game was so much fun, the
graphics aren't amazing, but it didn't bother me. It's part of the ambiance. The thing I like most about the game is the way it
gives you toys for later use. The way you had to use the hole map as your tool; when you had to run and bait his mother, and
hidden clues key and batteries scattered across the map
really loves this game
6\/10 game
11\/10 0,79\u20ac game. Garbageeeeeeeeee!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Nice litte fair priced casual game with good support.
I first gave a negative review because of a "feature" that turned out to be an assumed bug.
(see below)

--------
This game could be funny if bagging wasn't so stupid. Heavy products have to be packed under lighter products, but as soon as
an item is dragged to one of the 5 possible places inside the bag it's stucked there and cannot be moved.
You put two medium weights in the middle of the bag (to leave place for lighter ones) and then you get three heavy products.
Well, too bad! Your products will be crushed.
It doesn't help that I can switch products AFTER they've been crushed. The customer is complaining anyway.

It could have been coded better very easily:
- stick products to their place not before releasing the mouse button
- let me switch them inside the bag BEFORE I have to put in a heavy one
- show the cart with all products, so bagging can be planned
- let me leave products on the desk so I can pack them at the end
--------

*edit
Thank you for answering my review.
I think it is a bug that happens only with seasonal products. In addition to that the customer says: "It's ok. I'm not in a rush.", but
I'm playing on easy so time should not be a reason.
I'm hoping that this will be fixed soon. Or maybe disappears after christmas season?

Anyway... alone for the quick and pleasant reply I changed my review to positiv.. A brilliant amalgamation of Streets of Rage 2
and Scott Pilgrim vs. the World, but with a Brazilian twist. The music in the game is a love letter to Sega Genesis/Mega Drive-
era music and fits the game flawlessly.
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Other modern beat-em-ups flood the screen with countless enemies, which ends up making the game feel like a chore to
complete. However, 99Vidas doesn't do this. The game manages to hold a good balance between enemies and powerups, and the
stage bosses are a hoot!

Those who've been keeping an eye on this should not hesitate to pick this up since it's on sale for 75% off.. It's just another
Zombie wave shooter. There is some comedy and the main catch is that you need to drink while shooting zombie and drinking
blurs your vision and makes you see double. It's just not special enough. There must be better wave shooters.
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(I Fell In Love With) The Majesty of Colors Remastered is, well, a remaster of (I Fell In Love With) The Majesty of Colors! It's
a very short game and this review might spoil it, so don't read too much before playing!

tl;dr: This is an (imo) beautiful art game that made a big impression on me and many others back in 2008, and having what was
initially a flash game now available in a remastered state is actually really important! If you like art games, narrative
experiences, or big tentacle monsters, I heavily recommend this. If you don't like very short games, this is probably not for you.

The Majesty of Colors was originally a short and sweet art game made in Flash, released on Kongregate in 2008. In it you have
just woken up as an eldritch tentacle monster under the ocean, and in a world that is now unfamiliar to your tentacle monster
mind you reach out your appendage to make sense of what's around you. What I personally think is really cool about the game is
the opening and ending quotes of the game, as well as how human (or nonhuman?) the monster's personality becomes depending
on your actions. Though the themes of TMoC is something that has been explored more since the game's released, it was not
very familiar ground back in 2008, and I think it aged well.

Right now Flash is dying, and in a few years it's very possible that you will no longer be able to play any of the great Flash
games from the Flash game era. Adobe has announced that they will no longer update or distribute Flash, many browsers have
Flash either disabled or blocked by default, and Flash has been mostly unavailable on mobiles for years. Without a remaster, this
game would most likely just vanish one day, unable to be played anymore. This is why remasters like this are important, because
it means the game no longer has a death sentence. Now anyone with a computer and a little bit of money can play it and find it.

I can see why paying for what was once a free Flash game might seem weird on the surface, but this is not, like, just some Flash
file uploaded to Steam. This is a full remaster made in Unity intended to catch the feeling and look of the original game while
subtly tweaking issues and quirks from the original. Making games takes time and money, but the original The Majesty of
Colors had a sponsorship, and I don't believe the Remaster has had similar funding.

As someone who played the original when I was like 12 and replayed the original right before buying this, I'm really happy
about the remaster and its tweaks. As someone who likes playing tiny art games every now and then, I'm really happy about the
experience that this game gives you in general. And as someone who's really worried about the death of Flash games, I'm
relieved to see The Majesty of Colors on Steam. That's why I recommend this game!. I actually played this for quite some time,
even though Steam apparently stopped counting after 0.4 hours. As much as I wanted to like this game and get into the comedy
side of it, I just couldn't. I came into the game expecting a point-and-click adventure like my childhood game Grim Fandago,
maybe I was aiming too high. I didn't really find much of the witty comments or any of the jokes that funny, I actually only
remember giggling once in the game. Obviously this is a personal opinion of the game, some people will like it, some will not.
Cannot recommend a game that relies on comedy, but is not funny.. Pros: Voice acting is very well done, can be quite humerous
Cons: Very slow pacing, puzzles are relatively straight forward but drawn out to the extreme.

Honestly this is more of a "mixed" review rather then a complete 'no' but don't get your expectations too high.. Game just
became free to play, played it for about half an hour during studybreak. SIMPLE but FUN. I can imagen this being the perfect
game to play when you're having a gaming night with some friends between other games. For example if you guys have a
League of Legends night, this would be perfect for either between games or to end the night with when you're half drunk!. The
game isn't anything new (even for 2011), and that's not a bad thing. It's not advertised as anything of the sort. "A throw-back to
the era of vintage arcade shooters" is pretty much what you're getting. If you are a fan of similar games, then you'll probably
enjoy Wasteland Angel.
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